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a factory in Aalst, Belgium , until Though it has mostly disappeared from the streets of the US
and the UK like most mopeds of similar type e. Motobecane, Mobylette , and Puch Maxi , it
remains very popular in Belgium, where it is often modified using high performance parts. The
Honda PA50I was discontinued in , with the only model available being the PA50II; and because
of this, some consider this bike somewhat rare, since they were only made in the United States
for 2 years The main way Honda accomplished the speed difference was not in the engine's
displacement, but in the fuel supply and carburetor. The air intake holes leading into the filter
are smaller, as well as the exhaust size. There are some other minor differences thought like the
slightly different frame mounts and cylinder connections and the exhausts being crimped on
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in. Why create an account? To find your hidden ads To save and retrieve your favorite listings at
any time. Log in. Modify the email address. Your address isn't valid? There has been a mistake
while sending you an email. It was available in two colors: Scarlet Red and Sky Blue. The
fenders were Ivory White plastic. The engine, a 49cc OHC single cylinder four-stroke, was
mounted to the rear wheel. It had automatic transmission and pedal start. The serial number
began P The serial number began PC It came in two available colors: Bright Red and Sky Blue.
The fuel tank, front cowl, handlebar grips, and levers were white. The fuel tank stripes were red
and blue. The engine was slung under the frame instead of being mounted to the rear wheel.
The engine was a 49cc OHC single cylinder four-stroke. Two models of the Honda PA50 Moped
were offered in In both models, the fuel tank and shocks were white, but the drive belt cover
was gray. There was no battery. The ignition used breaker points. The engine was a two-stoke
single cylinder displacing 49cc. The engine was lubricated by pre-mixing the fuel and
two-stroke oil. It also had an automatic transmission. Two models of the Honda Moped were
offered in In both models, the fuel tank and shocks were no longer white, but now were colored
the same as the body and had black stripes. Also the drive belt cover was black. The seat was
longer than in There was still no battery. The fuel tank and shocks were colored the same as the
body and had brown stripes. The serial number began PA The fuel tank stripe was now chrome.
A battery was now standard equipment. The ignition replaced the breaker points in favor of a
CD ignition. The ignition had a CD ignition. Honda P Honda PA Honda PA50I. Honda Pa50II. We
gebruiken cookies om ervoor te zorgen dat onze website zo soepel mogelijk draait. Als je
doorgaat met het gebruiken van de website, gaan we er vanuit dat ermee instemt. A restored
Honda Camino by Stefan is the moped of the day. He put together a nice color scheme of white,
orange, black and some red. Details in the color pallet are what makes this resto great. Besides
the few bits of silver or chrome, everything on this Honda is either white, orange, or black. A
white frame and tank paired with white wall wheels are the main color in the pallet. The orange
wheels pop with the orange from the Camino tank decal and turn signals. Making the rear fender
support and rear shock springs black allow for the OEM covers, cables, and handlebars to fit
the scheme. The Camino decal has three stripes that transition from orange to red. Those two of
the three stripes are the only colors brough
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t into this build that is not used anywhere else. Frame, fenders, gas tank and forks painted
white Black plastic floor covers, sub-frame covers, horn cover, battery box, light housings
Black metal fender support, rear shock springs, and handlebars Orange rims with uncolored
spokes and black hubs Sava MC11 white wall tires OEM Honda seat OEM headlight and speedo
OEM pedals OEM magneto cover Honda Camino tank decals. The Camino drive train came in
single speed and variated models. The US only saw two versions of the Hobbit, both were
variated and equipped the same. In the UK the Camino was available in different trim levels.
Camino was made only in Belgium though. Post on: June 3, Share on. Post a new comment
Cancel reply. These are similar or practically identical to Motobecane Mobylette 50V mopeds.
Here is a sweet and We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an
affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to
Amazon.

